The k-modes algorithm has become a popular technique in solving categorical data clustering problems in different application domains. However, the algorithm requires random selection of initial points for the clusters. Different initial points often lead to considerable distinct clustering results. In this paper we present an experimental study on applying a farthest-point heuristic based initialization method to k-modes clustering to improve its performance. Experiments show that new initialization method leads to better clustering accuracy than random selection initialization method for k-modes clustering.
Introduction
The k-modes algorithm [1] extends the k-means paradigm to cluster categorical data by using (1) a simple matching dissimilarity measure for categorical objects, (2) modes instead of means for clusters, and (3) a frequency-based method to update modes in the k-means fashion to minimize the cost function of clustering. Because the k-modes algorithm uses the same clustering process as k-means, it preserves the efficiency of the k-means algorithm.
Although the k-modes algorithm is very efficient, it suffers the problem that the clustering results are sensitive to the selection of the initial points. Hence, a better initial points selection procedure would improve the reliability and accuracy of clustering results. To that end, an iterative initial-points refinement algorithm for k-modes clustering has been presented in [2] .
As shown in [2] , the new initialization procedure greatly improves the reliability and accuracy of final clustering results. Despite the success of Ref. [2] , the following observations motivate us to further pursue other alternative initialization methods.
(1). The clustering output of iterative initial-points refinement algorithm studied in [2] is still "random" in nature. That is, different runs of the algorithm give different clustering results. To get confident clustering output, the end-user still has to execute the algorithm repetitively. As shown in the experimental results in [2] , very poor clustering results can occur in some cases. Hence, non-randomized initialization algorithm is much desirable in real applications. (2) . The new initialization method should be simpler and easier to implement. As a result, it is expected that such initialization method deserves good scalability.
(3). It would be more desirable if the new initialization algorithm can provide performance guarantee to certain degree. Motivated by the above observations, this paper presents two farthest-point heuristic based initialization methods, which are borrowed from k-center problem [8] . These two new initialization algorithms have the following salient features: (1) Only one initial point is selected randomly in the first algorithm and no points are selected randomly in the second algorithm. It indicates that fixed clustering results could be expected from our initialization procedure based k-modes clustering algorithm; (2) New initialization algorithms are simple and fast, which requires at most O (nk) time, where n is number of objects in the dataset and k is number of desired clusters; (3) The initialization algorithms applied in this paper are originally used for solving k-center clustering, which provide an approximation factor of 2 for k-center clustering. Although the objective function of k-center clustering is different from that of k-modes clustering, the quality of initial points can be expected to be "good" from certain perspective.
As shown in the experimental study, the clustering performance of k-modes algorithm using farthest-point heuristic based initialization methods are better than that of most variants of k-modes algorithm.
Related Work
Our focus in this paper is to study k-modes type clustering for categorical data. Hence, we will review only those k-modes related papers. Following the k-modes algorithm, many research efforts [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have been conducted to further improve its performance.
Huang and Ng introduced the fuzzy k-modes algorithm [3] , which assigns membership degrees to data objects in different clusters. The tabu search technique is applied in [4] and genetic algorithm is utilized in [5] to improve k-modes algorithm. Alternatively, fuzzy k-modes algorithm is extended by representing the clusters of categorical data with fuzzy centroids instead of the hard-type centroids used in the original algorithm [6] [7] . However, most of these methods are much slower than the original k-modes algorithm in running time.
Since the k-modes algorithm is sensitive to the initial conditions, another feasible way for improving its performance is to design effective initialization methods. To that end, an iterative initial-points refinement algorithm for k-modes clustering is presented in [2] .
The k-modes Algorithm
Let D = {X 1 , X 2 , …, X n } be a set of n categorical objects/points, where each
, where p j is the number of category values of attribute A j .
The k-modes algorithm uses the k-means paradigm to search a partition of D into k clusters that minimize the objective function P with unknown variables U and Z as follows: 
is a distance or dissimilarity measure between object X i and the center of cluster C l on attribute A j . In k-modes algorithm, a simple matching distance measure is used. That is, the distance between two distinct categorical values is 1, while the distance between two identical categorical values is 0. More precisely,
The optimization problem in k-modes clustering can be solved by iteratively solving the following two minimization problems:
.
Problem P 1 and P 2 are solved according to the two following theorems, respectively.
is the mode of attribute values of A j in cluster C l that satisfies 
Farthest-Point Heuristic Based Initialization Methods
The k-center clustering problem is also called minmax radius clustering problem, whose objective is to minimize the maximum diameter of any cluster on some set of points. A simple 2-approximation algorithm for the k-center clustering problem is proposed by Gonzales [8] , which utilizes a farthest-point clustering heuristic. In this paper, the algorithm and its variant are used as the initialization methods for k-modes clustering.
The farthest-point heuristic starts with an arbitrary point s 1 . Pick a point s 2 that is as far from s 1 as possible. Pick s i to maximize the distance to the nearest of all centroids picked so far. That is, maximize the min {dist (s i , s 1 ), dist (s i , s 2 ) , ...}. After all k representatives are chosen we can define the partition of D: cluster C j consists of all points closer to s j than to any other representative.
As shown in [8] , let the maximum radius of these k clusters be σ , then even in the optimal k-clustering the maximum radius must be at least 2 / σ . Here optimal is in the sense of minimizing the maximum radius of any cluster.
Obviously, farthest-point heuristic based method has the time complexity O (nk), where n is number of objects in the dataset and k is number of desired clusters. Furthermore, one can implement farthest-point heuristic based method in constant dimension in O (nlogk) time [9] . In fact, it can be solved in O (n) this case [10] . Clearly, farthest-point heuristic based method is fast and suitable for large-scale data mining applications.
In the above basic farthest-point heuristic (BFPH), the first point is selected randomly. Then, the remaining k-1 points are selected deterministically. Although only one point is selected randomly, it is also hard to guarantee stable clustering results if above basic farthest-point heuristic is used in k-modes clustering. In the following, we present a method for selecting the first point deterministically.
For each to denote the frequency count of attribute value x i,j in the dataset. Then, a scoring function is designed for evaluating each point, which is defined as:
In the new farthest-point heuristic (NFPH), the point with highest score is selected as the first point, and remaining points are selected in the same manner as that of basic farthest-point heuristic [8] . The rationale behind the scoring function is that, points that contain attribute values with higher frequencies are more likely to be centers. Obviously, in the new farthest-point heuristic, all points are selected deterministically. It indicates that fixed clustering results could be achieved from our new initialization procedure based k-modes clustering algorithm.
Moreover, selecting the first point according to above defined scoring function could be fulfilled in O (n) time by deploying the following procedure (with two scans over the dataset):
(1). In the first scan over the dataset, we construct m hash tables as our basic data structures to store the information on attribute values and their frequencies.
(2). In the second scan over the dataset, with the use of hashing technique, in O (1) expected time, we can determine the frequency count of an attribute value in corresponding hash table. Therefore, the data point with largest score could be detected in O (n) time.
Hence, the time complexity of new farthest-point heuristic (NFPH) is still O (nk).
Experimental Results
We ran both BFPH and NFPH based k-modes algorithms on real-life datasets obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [11] to test their clustering performance against original k-modes algorithm using random initialization.
Real Life Datasets and Evaluation Method
Four data sets from the UCI Repository are used, all of which contains only categorical attributes and class attributes. The information about the data sets is tabulated in Table 1 . Note that the class attributes of the data have not been used in the clustering process. Validating clustering results is a non-trivial task. In the presence of true labels, as in the case of the data sets we used, the clustering accuracy for measuring the clustering results was computed as follows [1] . Given the final number of clusters, k, clustering accuracy r was defined as: r
, where n is the number of objects in the dataset, a l is the number of instances occurring in both cluster C l and its corresponding class, which had the maximal value. In other words, a l is the number of objects with the class label that dominates cluster C l . The intuition behind clustering accuracy defined above is that clusterings with "pure" clusters, i.e., clusters in which all objects have the same class label, are preferable. That is, if a partition has clustering accuracy equal to 100%, it means that it contains only pure clusters. These kinds of clusters are also interesting from a practical perspective. Hence, we can conclude that larger clustering accuracy implies better clustering results in real world applications.
Results
For each dataset, the number of clusters is set to be the known number of its class labels. For instance, the number of clusters is set to be 2 on voting data. We carried out 100 random runs of the original k-modes and BFPH based k-modes algorithm on each data set. Since the NFPH based k-modes algorithm has deterministic and same output in every run, only one run is used for this algorithm. The average clustering accuracies of different algorithms were compared. Table 2 lists the average accuracy of clustering achieved by each algorithm over 100 runs for the four data sets. From Table 2 , some important observations are summarized as follows.
(1) Firstly, it is evident from Table 2 that all farthest-point heuristic based k-modes algorithms give better clustering accuracy in comparison to standard k-modes algorithm with random initialization. Hence, we can conclude that clustering accuracy could be greatly improved with the use of farthest-point heuristic as initialization technique in k-modes clustering.
(2) Secondly, clustering accuracy achieved by NFPH based k-modes algorithm is better than that of BFPH based k-modes algorithm in most cases. In particular, when the number of clusters k is relatively smaller (e.g., the results on voting and mushroom data), NFPH is always better than BFPH in producing better clustering results. The reason is that the "randomness" of BFPH based initialization method will be increased if k is decreased. More precisely, when k=2, one point is selected randomly and another point is selected deterministically. That is, 50% of points are selected randomly in BFPH in case of k=2. On the other hand, NFPH based k-modes algorithm and BFPH based k-modes algorithm have similar performance when k is larger (e.g., the results on soybean and zoo data).
(3) Finally, soybean data and zoo data have frequently been used to test categorical clustering algorithms, we take those reported results directly from corresponding research papers for the purpose of comparison.
With respect to soybean data, the clustering accuracies achieved by other state-of-the-art k-modes type algorithms are 89.4% [2] , 99.1% [4] and 100% [6] respectively. Clearly, our farthest-point heuristic is much better than iterative initial-points refinement algorithm [2] in initializing cluster centers in k-modes clustering. Furthermore, although the algorithms presented in [4] and [6] give competitive clustering accuracies as our methods, it should be noted that these methods are much slower in running time.
With respect to zoo data, the algorithm presented in [6] provides an accuracy of 86.58%, which is at least 6% less accurate than our methods. 
Conclusions
The conventional k-modes algorithm is efficient and effective in clustering large categorical data. However, its use of random initialization compromises its effectiveness and its ability to correctly classify categorical data. Therefore, this paper extends k-modes clustering algorithm by providing two farthest-point heuristic based initialization methods. The superiority of our methods was demonstrated through several experiments.
